Traffic flows are set of packets transferring between a client and a server with the same set of source and destination IP and port numbers. Traffic classification is referred to as the task of categorizing traffic flows into application-aware classes such as chats, streaming, VoIP, etc. Classification can be used for several purposes including policy enforcement and control or QoS management. In this paper, we introduce a novel endto-end traffic classification method to distinguish between traffic classes including VPN traffic. Classification of VPN traffic is not trivial using traditional classification approaches due to its encrypted nature. We utilize two well-known neural networks, namely multi-layer perceptron and recurrent neural network focused on two metrics: class scores and distance from the center of the classes. Such approaches combined extraction, selection, and classification functionality into a single end-to-end system to systematically learn the non-linear relationship between input and predicted performance. Therefore, we could distinguish VPN traffics from Non-VPN traffics by rejecting the unrelated features of the VPN class. Moreover, obtain the application of Non-VPN traffics at the same time. The approach is evaluated using the general traffic dataset ISCX VPN-nonVPN and the acquired real dataset. The results of the analysis demonstrate that our proposed model fulfills the realistic project's criterion for precision.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic classification is referred to as the task where traffic flows are categorized based on the class of service. Traffic flows are the set of packets that have the same source and destination IP and port addresses. The class of service indicates the application category the flow belongs to. For example, VoIP, multimedia streaming, and video on demand are examples of traffic classes. Network traffic classification can be used in several applications, including access control, vulnerability assessment, fire-walling, and incident response [1] . Multiple functions, including tracking, identification, control, and optimization, could then be carried out on the traffic classes [2] . Traffic classification approaches must overcome the problems of increasing traffic types as well as increasing transmitting speeds equally. To cope with such pace and scale, researchers are pursuing lightweight algorithms with as little computing requirements as possible for classification purposes.
Virtual private networks (VPN) are employed to connect users over the internet to the enterprise network securely. VPN protects the security of information transmitted across internet using packet-level encryption. Due to the encryption of traffic, it is not very easy to carry out traffic classifications for VPN connections [3] . Traffic encryption methods used in VPN networks are divided into application-layer encryption, presentation layer encryption, and network layer encryption [4] . It is also possible to split the encrypted traffic classification into encrypted traffic classification, encrypted traffic analysis and comprehensive encrypted traffic classification corresponding to the trade-off in the quality of service (QoS) of the network [3] . Encrypted traffic classification is exceedingly complex because of the extensive range of applications and models. Encrypted traffic classification involves affiliating traffic towards a category of application (e.g., email, FTP ), and some research has currently been conducted out on this challenge [3] , [4] .
There are different traffic classification approaches naming port-based, signature-based (also known as deep packet inspection (DPI)), feature-based, and host behavior-based. A port number based approach is simple to implement and very efficient in large networks. However, some applications may not have different ports. DPI based methods have several drawbacks, including significant complexity and processing load, difficult to implement on proprietary protocols, and are not applicable to encrypted traffics. Statistical and behavioralbased techniques are essential techniques for machine learning that identify traffic by utilizing a collection of specific features of the traffic flows [5] . Network traffic has statistical features (such as flow period distribution, packet inter-arrival time, and packet lengths) that are special to certain types of applications and make the distinction between different reference applications. In this paper, we use a supervised learning approach for prediction learning from a set of known features [6] .
A supervised learning-based classification algorithm generates a function f , the classification algorithm, which is capable of associating some input data, typically a vector x of numerical characteristics x i named features, with an output value c, the class name, taken from a list C of possibilities. The machine learning algorithm requires some samples of already classified data, the training set (i.e., a set of pairs ( x, c)) from which it learns how to identify new data, to construct such a mapping feature that can be arbitrarily complex.
In this paper, we present an end-to-end approach using neural networks for encrypted traffic classification. We employ two supervised learning based classification algorithms, most used for traffic classification research, namely multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and recurrent neural network (RNN). MLP is employed as a learning method, and instantaneously learns features specifically from raw traffic at the first step. Traffic classification is discovered layer by layer, and elevated-level characteristics are like the activation function input. In the second step, if the MLP does not identify the traffic classes, we present RNN to discover the labels. The technique is the end-to-end approach, widely utilized in technologies of deep learning. It could also gain knowledge, especially the nonlinear relationship among the raw traffic input and the predicted performance label, rather than splitting a sophisticated issue into the meta-problems.
We would elaborate on the contribution to our research in the following. First, we introduce an encrypted end-to-end system of traffic classification using MLP. Second, we discern the most excellent form of encrypted traffic simplification and the best design of the MLP pattern. If the MLP model does not recognize the features, then the RNN approach is used to define the characteristics and classify them. Eventually, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm on a public traffic dataset (i.e., ISCX VPN-nonVPN (ISCX) [3] ) as well as actual data collected from a local ISP network. Our analysis shows substantial enhancements to the state-of-the-art approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as followed. Section II explains related works. The methodology of the suggested approach is presented in Section III. The model of the neural networks used in the paper is demonstrated in Section IV. Section V includes the results and evaluation of the experiments. Section VI lays out the concluding assertions.
II. RELATED WORK
An essential characteristic of VPN traffics is that the VPN flow embeds several traffics flows inside it. Not only detecting tunnels (i.e., VPN like traffic) from non-tunnel traffic is a challenge, investigating flows inside a tunnel is of interest indeed [7] . Seeking out new approaches has always been a clear road towards workable solutions. To classify encrypt traffic, Bacquet C et al. [8] implemented genetic programming. They used an extended MOGA in feature selection and cluster count optimization for K-Means, resulting in an increase of 2% to 5%. In contrast, the FPR did not increase significantly. Xie G et al. [9] employed subspace clustering to instruct the current classification algorithm to classify each program independently using its related features, rather than separating one framework with the other using combined network topologies. The method demonstrated very pinpoint precision and had been versatile to adjust on five traces from various ISPs. The countermeasures for encrypted network traffic processing are also related to mathematical classification. Wright C et al. [10] suggested a mechanism for morphing one traffic type to appear as something in the packet size spread, utilizing convex optimization techniques to change the packets in cleartext. Protocol emulation is commonly seemed to combat traffic classification schemes through authentication software and malware. Furthermore, anti-classification strategies emerged in the coming years, and the existing approaches of classification must change tremendously to meet the problems ahead. Throughout this traffic package, there should be two feature types namely flow feature and packet features. Simple instances of these types are flow bytes per interval time and packet size. The articles, as mentioned earlier, all followed the conventional divide-and-conquer approach that works by recursively splitting apart a problem into two or more subproblems of the same or similar form until they become sufficiently straightforward to solve. Moreover, the quantity of articles that use the end-to-end principle to conduct traffic assessment is quite limited currently. In networks designed according to the end-to-end principle, application features reside in the network's communicating end nodes, instead of intermediate nodes, like routers, which exist to set up the network. In comparison, the classification accuracy of end-toend approaches is somewhat weak. In some of them, features apart from actual traffic were utilized as inputs by hand. In other terms, their techniques are not end-to-end processes.
The implemented end-to-end encrypted traffic identification system may exclude conventional measures such as feature architecture, extraction features, and selection features that are widely employed in conventional dividing and conquering methods. This utilizes deep neural networks to acquire further descriptive traffic features instantly.
III. METHODOLOGY A. Data Set
Due to the fact that basic machine learning methods rely on feature selection strategies, several existing public traffic datasets include flow features datasets as well as raw traffic datasets. As an example, KDD CUP1999 and NSL-KDD have forty-one predetermined features in their dataset [11] . Such datasets can not fulfill our specific requirements for raw traffic since these data sets contain few VPN and regular traffic. Several datasets include these features and solve our concern about raw traffic. ISCX data set comprises of six features of encrypted traffic and six features of other network protocols. Nowadays, such datasets are still the most common, and indeed the features are already quite comprehensive.
In comparison, we collected and utilized traffic from the actual traffic dataset. There are six traffic classes in this dataset, including chat, email, FTP, multimedia streaming, VoIP, and VPN. The utilization of such data sets results in finding the best model for classifying traffic and validating it compared to classification aims. The specific content of the data set is shown in Table I .
B. Neural Networks
Neural Networks are widely used for different tasks in the areas of machine learning and machine vision. Their primary usage is for the task of classification. The task of classification is done by extracting features from input data, and then multiplying these features by different weight matrices in different layers of the network and then applying a non-linear function to the result. Neurons do this task.
Neurons consist of a set of weights that are multiplied to the value of different dimensions of the input and then summed together. In the final stage, they add non-linearity by applying an activation function to the sum result. Neurons can be put parallel to form a layer, and succession in the layers will form the complete neural network [12] [13] .
The last layer of the neural network has the same number of neurons as the number of classes available to be classified. There are different methods to classify an input based on the final layer values and make a decision about their class. The first method is to treat the last layer value of the neurons as scores of each class and assign an input to a class that has the maximum score compared to other classes. Another method of decision making is to assign each class a center, usually a one-hot representation for this center, for instance, in a 2 class classification, first class has the center [1 0], and the other class has the center [0 1]. In this approach, the last layer values of Neurons are considered as a vector, and the final decision is made by this rule: The class of an input is the one which has the minimum distance from the corresponding center.
C. The Proposed Method
In our proposed method, we classify non-VPN flows based on their type of application, and VPN is classified as a kind of flow that does not fit to any application. To evaluate whether a flow fits a particular type of class, we use two metrics, including class scores and distance from the class center. In the first approach, we classify our flows based on their score regarding each class of application, and VPN is the kind of flow that does not get the minimum score required. In the second approach, we use a one-hot representation to represent every individual class center, and we assign each flow to the corresponding class based on their distance from these centers; the VPN class is the one which has the distance that is more than the maximum permitted distance.
1) Score Method: Neural networks typically contain multiple layers, and the last layer is usually devoted to the task of classification. In this way, the number of neurons in the last layer is usually equal to the number of classes to be classified, and input is assigned to a class that its corresponding neuron has the maximum score. If there are m classes available, and the corresponding score of each neuron in the last layer is assigned by y i , the assigned class i * is determined based on the following rule:
In our method, we tend to modify the rule of classification. We define a parameter λ, which acts as a threshold for the task of classification in the way that input is only assigned to a class that has the score more than the parameter λ. Otherwise, it is rejected:
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we treat VPN traffic as a kind of traffic which does not fit any other traffic type, so we assign each flow to VPN traffic if their corresponding class in the above decision-making rule is rejected.
As there are six different categories of traffic, including VPN, in the dataset, the last layer of neural network models, contains five neurons corresponding to each non-VPN traffic classes. After applying each raw input traffic to the model, there are five values regarding each non-VPN class. The decision-making rule becomes as follows:
To make our method more precise, we tend to apply the classification method in two-phase. The first phase distinguishes VPN traffic from non-VPN ones, and the second phase classifies the non-VPN traffics based on their application. Each phase consists of a neural network model that performs the task of classification. The first network finds VPN traffic based on the proposed method, and the second network classifies non-VPN traffic concerning their score in each output neuron. Since the first network is also classifying the traffic, it is more efficient to use the first network's information for classification. In order to do so, we define a parameter µ, working as a threshold to assign each input's corresponding class based on the first or second network. As the first network's scores are determined, and the maximum score of the classes exceeds λ, then the maximum score is compared to µ. In this case, if the maximum score is more than µ, the class corresponding to the maximum score is assigned as a result. In the case that the maximum score is not more than µ, the second network decides about the class of the input data. The parameter µ should be higher than the parameter λ, and the decision process is as follows:
where y i is the class score of each class produced by the first network, and o i is the class score of each class generated by the second network.
2) Distance Method: As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the last layer of neural networks performs the task of classification, and they have an equal number of neurons as the number of classes. One way to classify data based on the last layer's values is to compare their distance from each classes' center. There are several ways to assign center to each class, but the typical one is providing each class with one-hot representation as to their centers. If there are m classes available, we need an m-dimensional space to assign each class its corresponding one-hot representation as a center, c i . In an m-dimensional space, each class center resides on the value of one on each dimension, which means the first class center has its first dimension value equal to one and the other dimensions equal to zero in an m-dimensional space, and the second class center has the value one for its second dimension value, and the other dimensions are zero-valued in an m-dimensional space. This rule applies to all classes. The decision-making process treats the values of m neurons of the last year of the model, as a point in an m-dimensional space, z. At first, the distance of the resulted point from all class centers is computed, and then the corresponding class is the one that its related center has the minimum distance from the resulted point. The decisionmaking process can be summarized as
In our method, we tend to modify the rule of classification. We define a parameter η, which acts as a threshold for the task of classification in the way that input is only assigned to a class that has the minimum distance with its center less than the parameter η. Otherwise, it is rejected:
As mentioned in the previous section, we treat VPN traffic as a kind of traffic which does not fit any other traffic type, so we assign each flow to VPN traffic if their corresponding class in the above decision-making rule is rejected.
As there are six different categories of traffic, including VPN, in the dataset, the last layer of the neural network contains five neurons corresponding to each non-VPN traffic classes. After applying each raw input traffic to the model, a point in a five-dimensional space is found, z. The classification task is completed based on the following decision rule:
The same procedure as the score method section is used to make the model more accurate. Two-phase classification is used for this method, and two networks are used to do so. The first network distinguishes VPN traffic from non-VPN ones, and the second network classifies non-VPN traffics based on their applications. The information of the first network is also used to classify non-VPN traffic. As mentioned in the score method section, the parameter δ is used to act as a threshold to assign classes based on either the first network or the second one. As the first network produces distances from centers, and the minimum distance is lower than the parameter η, then the minimum distance from the center is compared to the parameter δ. In this case, if the distance is lower than δ, the class corresponding to the minimum distance is assigned as a result; otherwise, the decision is based on the distance from the centers by the second network. The parameter δ should be less than the parameter η, and the decision-making process is as follows:
, Where c 2i are the classes centers in the second network, and γ is the output of the second network.
IV. MODELS
In order to evaluate our proposed method of classification, we used the decision-making rule on four different models of neural networks.
A. MLP
The first model that we used for the neural network consists of neurons, which do the task of the feature extracting by multiplying a weight to the input values. In our model, we have a three-layer network that has its activation function in each layer. In the first layer, neurons multiply their weights to the input that has 784 dimensions, x 784 * 1 , as it is the number of features selected from each flow. The dimension of the output of this layer is 1000. In this way, the model tries to expand the space to new dimensions to find relationships between different dimensions, and the weight matrix multiplied to the input is W 784 * 1000 . Therefore, the input to the next layer has a dimension of 1000. The output of this layer is q 1000 * 1 , and is computed as q = W x.
There should be some non-linearity between different layers of neural networks to create complex mappings between inputs and outputs. The function that creates non-linearity in each layer is called the activation function. The activation function that we use for the first layer is a rectified linear unit (ReLU). ReLU function is a representative of neurons' spike in a body neural system. ReLU function is defined as
In our model, we apply ReLU function to the output of neurons, q 1000 * 1 , to get the next layer input, s 1000 * 1 , as
For the second layer, we put 100 neurons to transfer the input of this layer, s 1000 * 1 , to a 100-dimension output, p 100 * 1 , by multiplying in the weight matrix, U 1000 * 100 . After projection to the lower dimension, we apply ReLU function to add non-linearity and form the next layer's input, r 100 * 1 :
For the last layer, the number of neurons should be chosen as five to match the number of classes available, excluding VPN traffic. So the weight matrix in this layer is V 100 * 5 , and the output after multiplication is z 5 * 1 as z = V r. For the last layer, we use a different activation function, and we use the Gaussian activation function to produce non-linearity. The Gaussian activation function is defined as:
For simplicity, we assume that σ 2 = 1 and c is equal to zero.
The result of the model will be y 5 * 1 , which is computed by applying Gaussian function on each dimension of z 5 * 1 :
this model is summarized in the table II.
B. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
RNN is widely used to process sequences in the inputs. These models can do this using an internal state, which allows them to store state based on the input. One of the most famous architectures in recurrent neural networks is long short-term memory (LSTM). An LSTM unit is typically composed of a cell, an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate. The cell tries to save the values, and the gates have an impact on updating the values that the cell remembers [14] .
RNN's key and most significant function is the hidden state, which recalls some sequence details. The decision made at that same period phase t-1 by a recurring network impacts the decision achieved at the time step t a moment later. Recurring networks have two types of information, the current and the recent past, which interact to decide how they respond to new data. Recurrent networks are differentiated from feedforward networks by linking feedback loop to their past decisions, consuming their outputs as data point by moment. The sequential data is stored in the secret phase of the recurrent network, which can cover several time phases as it flows to influence the processing of each new case. It is making similarities among activities divided by many times, and these connections are considered long-term dependencies, since an occurrence in time downstream relies on one or more activities that come before, and is a result of them.
We would mathematically explain the mechanism of taking memory forward as
At the time phase t, the secret state is h t . This is also a method of input simultaneously time step x t , updated by a weight matrix W applied to the previous time step h t−1 hidden system multiplied by its own hidden-state-to-hiddenstate matrix U known as a transition matrix and identical to a Markov chain. The weight matrices are filters that determine the extent to which the current input and the secret past state are to be accorded. The error they create is returned via backpropagation and used to modify their weights until there is no lower error.
The sum of the weight input and the secret state is squashed by the function φ, either a logistic sigmoid function is relying on which is a standard tool for compressing quite large or even minimal quantities into a logistic domain, as well as rendering gradients feasible for back-propagation. Since this feedback loop happens at every stage of the sequence, every hidden state includes not just traces of the previous hidden state but also traces of many who followed h t−1 as far as memory will survive. The recurrent network will also use the first symbol to help determine the second character's interpretation, so that the initial q may lead it to infer that the next letter is u. In contrast, the initial t may lead it to infer that the next letter is h.
C. LSTM
LSTM is an artificial recurrent model of the neural network employed in the deep learning area. LSTM has feedback connections. LSTM applies to subjects, including unsegmented handwriting recognition, speech recognition, and network traffic abnormality detection. A typical LSTM device consists of a cell, an input gate, an output gate, and a gate that is overlooked. The cell recognizes values over variable amounts of time, and the three gates monitor information flows into and out of the cell. LSTM networks are well equipped to detect, analyze, and make inferences based on time series data, as there may be lags of uncertain length in a time series among significant events. LSTMs have been created to resolve the bursting and disappearing gradient problems that can be found in conventional RNN preparation. LSTM has a benefit over RNNs, secret Markov models, and some other sequence learning approaches in many applications.
The structure consists of a cell and three "regulators" of the information flow inside the LSTM structure, commonly labeled gates: the input gate, an output gate, and a forgotten gate. The cell is accountable for controlling the interactions in the input sequence between the components. The input gate regulates the degree that a new value enters into the cell, the ignored gate regulates the extent to whom a value persists in the cell. The output gate regulates the extent to which the cell value is employed to measure the LSTM unit's output activation. The equation types for an LSTM unit's forward pass with a forget gate are [14] :
where the initial values are c 0 = 0 and h 0 = 0 and the Hadamard product (element-wise product) is indicated by the operator. The subscript t shows the move in time. σ g , σ c , and σ h are sigmoid function, hyperbolic tangent function, and hyperbolic tangent function or σ h (x) = x, respectively. Matrices W q and U q include the weights of the input and recurrent links, respectively, wherein the subscription q is either the input gate I the output gate o, the forgotten gate f or the memory cell c, relying on the activation measured [14] . An RNN using LSTM units can be trained in a controlled way, on a collection of training sequences, using an optimization algorithm, such as gradient descent, coupled with time back-propagation to determine the gradients provided through the optimization process.
For LSTM units, the error persists in the cell of the LSTM device as error values are back-propagated from the output sheet. The "error carousel" continuously feeds error back to the gates of each LSTM device until the quality is cut off.
V. RESULTS
In order to train and test our proposed model, we separate the first 784 bytes in each traffic flow as inputs which contain several traffic packets. To train our model, we need to define a loss function that the model is trying to minimize during the learning phase. For two different methods, we use different loss functions respectively.
The software framework used is PyTorch [15] . 20% of data are randomly selected as test data, and 80% of data are used for the training phase. The mini-batch size was 64, and the model was trained for 20 epochs by PyTorch built-in Adam optimizer [16] . The learning rate was 1.0e − 4, and the weight decay of 0.05 was used to prevent over-fitting. Fig. 1 . The Accuracy Comparison of Score method in the two different lambda value and µ = 0.9
A. Score Method Loss
We used mean squared error as a loss function for this method. The objective for this loss is to minimize the squared difference between the final result of the model, y i , and the desired output of the model, s i :
(29)
B. Distance Method Loss
As mentioned in the distance method loss, the distance is measured to perform the task of classification. In this approach, the model should make the final result as close as possible to the correct's class center, and as far as possible from other classes. We use the loss function of, as mentioned in [17] :
d yi x (i) + j ∈yi max 0, η −d j (x (i) ) . (30) where η > 0, d yi (x (i) ) is the distance from the correct class, and d j (x (i) ) is the distance from the j th class.
C. Performance
Figures display the precision relation of 6 types of authenticated traffic and the recall comparison.
The precision of the two methods is more excellent than 80%, as shown in the figures. The distance method's precision is better than the average, up to 1.95 percent. The accuracy of the four-class distance method loss is 1.45 percent better on average than the score method. In conclusion, on the function of encrypted traffic detection, the loss of the distance system has better performance than the loss of the score method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel end-to-end encrypted traffic classification approach utilizing deep neural networks was presented in this article focused on the study of a conventional encrypted traffic classification approach utilizing a divide-and-conquer technique. The approach combines feature configuration, extraction of features, and compilation of features into a common structure. Therefore, it can obtain further traffic features efficiently. Contrary to either the divide-and-conquer approach and other strategies of artificial intelligence, the end-to-end approach has a strong adaptive impact. We noticed that the proposed neural networks are far quite suited than prior machine learning solutions to the challenge of encrypted traffic classification.
